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About This Game

Last Will is a reverse Escape Room game, where you need to get into the center of a grand old mansion, made by a eccentric
and paranoid old professor.

The player will be tested in all manner of skills like logic, perception, maths, communication, timing and riddles.

The game can be played alone, or in teams of up to 4 players. The mansion is randomly generated each time, and the difficulty
will mold to the player.

The game can be played in ESCAPE ROOM mode with a countdown clock, or in FREE PLAY where you can set your own
pace.

The game has some mild paranormal undertones, without going all out on a horror limb.

Features

Randomly generated mansion and puzzles, for increased replayability.

20+ different puzzle types.

Easy and simple movement and UI, putting the focus on solving the puzzles.
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16 beautiful mansion rooms, with more added over time.

New puzzles, challenges and rooms added bi-weekly.

Work together in 4-player multiplayer.

Flexible hint system makes sure you don't get absolutely stuck.

Enter the mansion alone or invite your friends along for the ride, and solve puzzles together in a team up to 4 players.
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Title: Last Will
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
LizardFactory
Publisher:
LizardFactory
Release Date: 29 Aug, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core2 Quad Q8400

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 560 1GB / Radeon R7 250X 1GB

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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Extremely steep learning curve, but still quite nice. Honestly, just not fun in my opinion.. So i finished the serial show, because
we talking about a show and not a game.
Its all about 6 episodes , too short everyone of them , at the 5 ep its getting good !
It took me 5 ep to get used to how to use the " interaction " thing with that show.
If u want to play DONT BUY IT.
If u want to watch a serial show BUY IT( but its too short).
Some momment's its too painfull to watch, so bad acting so bad scenario,but sometimes is so good!!. It has a quite complex
story, but the presentation is weak......

Not really bad, but it could be better!. NEVER EVER AGAIN
8/8M8. Ah were to start its a fairly simple top down Halo shooter very good if you want to pass the time with an intristing story
progression only real down thing i dont like about this game is the Assault Ops. They are fine but the ones that♥♥♥♥♥♥me
off is the ones when you have to play the same mission 5 to 6 times just for one and there is 3 Assault Ops every mission. ''Such
as Destroy 6 Ghost with the Warthog gun'' And only around 1 to 2 Ghost spawn so you have to play the mission 3 to 4 times for
that one objective.. Don't buy it

I really dislike tier system when you build your base on planets. Same game with open world with free building system would be
interresting.

Thinked was Ascendancy remake but it seem Light of Altair don't offer better only worst. After three missions i stopped game
and deleted all files definitively.
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Party Hard Tycoon is a game made by the same guys who created original Party Hard. Party Hard is a game about killing people
on the parties and it looks like a great idea to expand so called universe with a tycoon game where you try to make great parties.
I got a coupon for the game and instantly bought the game. The graphics is the same as in Party Hard game, so for everyone who
expects to see new visual style, please do not bother to buy it.
The main goal is to make money by throwing great parties, so the core gameplay is going around managing fans, building party,
micromanagement of resources and stuff.
It's fun game as for me, I really like it. Soundtracks are cool but I'd like to have more of them in the game.
Its early access game so I hope to get more content, music and fine tuning in future. I'm glad to support the devs during EA and
to give them my feedback.. It's a good game. Not sure why everyone is saying it's bad, but picking up the game + expansion
from a bundle for <$5 is totally worth.. the tutorials don't even work what a pos looks good plays awful. A taste of music videos
from the future.... This game is crap. Yes, the setting is very atmospheric, nicely done. But first person platforming is awful.
And the game's checkpoints spawn you off of the mobile platforms causing you to instantly die. Plus they state in a note that
they're glad they decided to not have characters or a plot... What? I do not get why this has such good reviews.. Short version -
the devs clearly spent a lot of time making this game and just about no time testing it, which caused the players a lot of grief
which the devs responded by saying "lol".

This game is not really worth it. While close, a bit of really mean-spirited trolling by the developer just sort of wrecks things.

This is a game about running around shooting things, like Castlevania, but in ~5 minute missions and with guns and no levels. So
basically not a whole lot like Castlevania at all. That's about as close as I can come, though. It is side-scrolling, and your
character has this pretty cool ability to slow time and teleport.

You unlock crafting materials to make new guns (or don't, see below), and can get gems to socket into armor you find. The
armor sets are mostly equal, the real customization is in the gems you socket. Unfortunately, there are just a handful (eight?
ten?) types of gems, and as you go through the game you don't unlock new types, just the same thing but with bigger numbers.

The real star of the show are the guns. They are many and varied - rifles, grenade launchers, flamethrowers, chainsaws, homing
missile launchers... Pretty cool overall. The only downside is that several enemies are outright immune to certain categories of
weapons (ice, fire, lightning, with each monster immune to their own type). This means that the most practical choice in nearly
every situation is a boring old rifle, and using other weapons is a bit of fun but extremely situational and even then is noticeably
less effective. Still, some variety is nice.

Just considering what I've already written, I would probably recommend this game. There's a catch, though - the dev seems to
just be trolling completionists. There are levels where, by all accounts, many thorough searches simply do not discover treasure
chests that the developer says are there. I am not the only one to have as much trouble finding these. The developer has hinted
that some really important crafting materials are hidden in these chests. Alright, fine, so they're really hard to get but you can
find them? No, apparently not. If you check the global achievements you will find that 0.0% of players have actually unlocked
all the weapons, which require the aforementioned materials. A joke from the dev, apparently, with glitched out chests or
missing chests or materials requiring actions so bizarre that literally nobody has found them. Several hours wasted, which
probably accounts for a quarter or so of my total time in this game.
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